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It is with pleasure and gratitude that we are here with Foreword’s 4th

birthday and presenting our first-ever Impact Report 2020. When

Foreword started out in 2017, we are clear that the social enterprise

model of business drives why we do what we do. Sustainability is

practised in 3 ways within our organisation: an inclusive work

environment that empowers persons with disabilities, special needs, and

mental health conditions to thrive; responsible sourcing principles and

building long-term relationships with our coffee partners in Asia; and

promoting a conscious consumption mindset in our consumers to think

twice about our culture of convenience. This report gives a summary of

our efforts and initiatives in these three sustainability pillars over the past

year.

Covid-19 has changed the way we live, work, and play. We must wear

masks wherever we go, maintain safe distancing between each other,

and the many domains of our lives have been divided into “essential” and

“non-essential”. Businesses are forced to innovate to survive or stay

stagnant and be forced to shut down. During the Circuit Breaker period,

we saw the rise in demand for food delivery, and for two months we

hand-delivered everything by ourselves. 

HEAR WHAT WE
HAVE TO SAY
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We implemented new initiatives to combat the packaging waste created

through delivery, such as the options to Return & Reuse and to Reduce

Packaging. We welcome our customers to return their coffee bags or

glass bottles to us for their next purchase. Over time, we see the

increase in the number of returning customers taking part in our green

initiatives, and we are highly encouraged to continue seeking ways to

reduce the environmental impact of our organisation. 

We stay committed to retain our employees during this difficult time with

the government’s Job Support Scheme. As Singapore’s economy reopens

with the relaxation in Circuit Breaker measures through phases 1 to 3, we

invest our resources into employee training and skills upgrading. These

efforts help our people prepare for Foreword’s growth in 2021, as we are

back on track with our expansion plans this year.

We would like to thank our partners who have supported us over the past

years with special mention to the people at raiSE (Singapore Centre for

Social Enterprises), SG Enable, Temasek Shophouse, Civil Service

College, and Tan Tock Seng Hospital. Our social enterprise journey would

not have been possible without your support and encouragement, and

this Impact Report is a mark of commitment and dedication towards

creating shared impact and value in our society.

Lim Wei Jie & Nadi Chan
C O - F O U N D E R S  A N D  D I R E C T O R S
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ABOUT
FOREWORD
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WHAT WE
STAND FOR

Inspiring the can-do spirit to realise the potential in every individual.

To achieve an equitable and sustainable value chain that empowers

stakeholders from farmers to consumers.

Foreword's overall vision and business practices promote the following

Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs):

Our Mission

Our Vision

Alignment with SDGs
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Coffee
We value the importance of

traceability and transparency

in our coffee supply chain. We

build lasting partnerships with

coffee producers in Asia.

People

We recognise every individual's

capability in contributing

meaningfully. Together, we co-

create and sustain an inclusive

workplace.

Environment

We support environmental

sustainability by introducing

green nudges at our cafes &

packaging initiatives.

Our Sustainability Pillars
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Our Values

I

M

A

C

T

mproving the self

eaningful engagement

ction-oriented

ourage to try

rusted relationships

P erson-centred
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Foreword went through a brand alignment exercise in April 2020 as part

of our 3rd anniversary’s series of initiatives. It was during this time that

we took a step back to think more about what the Foreword brand

means and how we could better communicate our brand to the public. 

Since our inception, “Foreword” takes on two meanings. The first is the

literal meaning of “foreword”, which is an introduction to a book,

typically by someone else other than the author. We hope for Foreword

to become something worthy of being recommended to others. We also

hope for people to go beyond reading the “foreword” and introduction

of a book and get to know us better through meaningful engagement. 

The other meaning is to play a pun on the word “forward”. We took the

major step of changing our logo to make “FW” more recognizable by

people who see us for the first time and we embedded a triangle within

our logo to signify “forward”, representing how we work towards progress

and improvements within the company. 

BRAND
ALIGNMENT 2020
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We also added “roasters” to our name, calling ourselves “Foreword

Coffee Roasters” to bring to people’s minds that we are a coffee

company that roasts our own coffee beans! This is important because

many people did not know this fact about us. With this move, we

changed all our café outlets' menu and décor to reflect our new

branding, Foreword Coffee Roasters.

As a company, we call ourselves “Foreword” as we deal with many things

other than just coffee. We would like our name, Foreword, to stick in the

minds of people for the work that we do in coffee, inclusivity, and

sustainability, and to pave way for other potential ventures that may

branch out from here in future.

Old logo:

Our mission statement:

New logo:
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By the end of 2020, Foreword has a total of 3 outlets, namely at

Temasek Shophouse, Centre for Healthcare Innovation and Civil Service

College.

WHERE WE

ARE LOCATED

Note: As of the date of publishing, we have also opened the fourth outlet at Canberra Plaza in

February 2021.
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OUR

COMMITMENT
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TOWARDS THE

ENIVORNMENT

Foreword is committed towards being a sustainable brand that promotes

conscious consumption. We support environmental sustainability by

promoting eco-friendly initiatives and incentives for our customers. 

In 2020, we saw:

TOTAL NUMBER OF BRING YOUR OWN CUP

(BYOC) DISCOUNTS GIVEN OUT

CUPS OF COFFEE PURCHASED WITH ALTERNATIVE

DAIRY (SOY/ OAT MILK) INSTEAD OF COW’S MILK

WORTH OF BRING YOUR OWN CUP (BYOC)

DISCOUNTS GIVEN OUT

3140

1798

$2751.80

INDIVIDUAL MILK BOTTLE CAPS COLLECTED, RINSED

AND DONATED FOR UPCYCLING PROJECTS
2610
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Certified compostable

by DIN CERTO and OK

COMPOST (industrial) 

Made from 100%

renewable plant-based

materials and is certified

compostable

Nespresso-compatible  

Coffee Capsules 
 Coffee Bags

Foreword is also proud to be a member of the Packaging Partnership

Programme (PPP), an initiative in partnership between the Singapore

Manufacturing Federation (SMF) and the National Environment Agency

(NEA) that supports companies towards a more sustainable packaging

waste management.

In 2020, Foreword brought in compostable packaging in a bid to reduce

our carbon footprint. We are glad to incorporate compostable

packaging for the following products:
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Engaging B-Corp Certified company, BioPak, in providing

single-use cups and utensils made from renewable resources

[E.g. Polylactic acid (PLA), Polyhydroxyalkanoates (PHA), and

Forest Stewardship Council (FSC)-certified paper] for

takeaway

Providing on request, naturally biodegradable

Polyhydroxyalkanoates (PHA) straws and lids

We also incorporated biodegradable 

packaging for the following products:

Nitrogen-flushed coffee

brew bags that come in

biodegradable sachets

In 2020, we continued some of the eco-friendly initiatives we started

in our previous years:

 Coffee Brew Bags
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New eco-friendly initiatives such as the following are also introduced:

Reduced Packaging initiative for a range of products,

including gift bundles

Return and Reuse initiative for coffee bags and glass bottles

As part of our reduced packaging initiative, customers can

request for reduced packaging by indicating “I don’t need

the box” from selected products.

As part of our return and reuse initiative, customers can return

their used glass bottles and coffee bags for their subsequent

purchases. We collect, keep and reuse them specifically for

our customers.
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TOWARDS THE

COMMUNITY

Since 2017, Foreword has been providing inclusive training and

employment opportunities for persons with autism, intellectual disability,

physical disability, deafness, and mental health conditions in our café

outlets across Singapore. Over the years, our company has grown and

we are glad to be part of the inclusive hiring movement.

Note: The word “beneficiary” is used for reporting here due to the lack of a better term to

communicate our inclusive hiring practice and composition of the Foreword team. We refrain from

using beneficiary to describe our workforce as every employee in Foreword contributes meaningfully

to the overall success of the company.

Employees of Foreword
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In 2020, Foreword comprises of:

OF FOREWORD STAFF ARE INDIVIDUALS WITH DISABILITIES,

SPECIAL NEEDS & MENTAL HEALTH CONDITIONS

TOTAL TEAM SIZE

19

25

BENEFICIARIES TRAINED VIA SG ENABLE TRAINING GRANT

EMPLOYEES SERVED FOR >1.5 YEARS

Note: The first image was taken prior to Covid-19 before safety regulations were in place.

7

14
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“Having to work in Foreword for the

past year, it was very challenging for

us due to the virus outbreak. With

this situation, we were able to keep

Foreword going by our team efforts.

We would like to thank those

customers who supported us during

this period.”

“It is a long learning journey for

Daniel! From coping with sidebar

tasks at CHI outlet to being able

to make drinks with the Eversys

machine in new outlet at

Canberra Plaza. All these will not

be possible without job training

and guidance from bosses and

supervisors.”

- Victor Teo, Cafe Supervisor

- Mrs Phua, Mum of Daniel Phua

(Cafe Crew)

STORIES OF

OUR PEOPLE
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“During Circuit Breaker, I helped to

paste stickers on the glass bottles

which go to healthcare workers in

the polyclinics. I also served free

drinks to customers who collect

masks at Temasek Shophouse. Now I

work at Canberra Plaza and I enjoy

working there."

- Carmen Tan, Cafe Crew

“I am happy to work in Foreword with

all cafe crews and bosses for about 3

years. It can be stressful working with

the team at times. I will help to teach

and guide them the correct way and I

see they can make improvements.

Since the Covid-19 period, the crowd

at Civil Service College has dropped

and I am transferred to work in other

cafes (CHI and TSH) to help out. It is

tiring for me and I tried to be more

patient. Thank you for the support! :)”

- Lim Leena, Asst. Outlet Manager
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TOWARDS COFFEE

PRODUCTION

Our coffee partners in Asia ensure only high quality coffees are picked

during harvesting and processing. By purchasing from partners we know

and trust, we are assured that the coffee producers are taken care of and

are earning equitably for their work.

SPECIALTY COFFEE VARIETIES

COFFEE PARTNERS

10

4

Foreword sources our

green coffee beans from

partners in Asia and roast

them fresh in Singapore.

ASIAN REGIONS

Yunnan,
China

Myanmmar
Laos

Thailand

Java, Indonesia

In 2020, Foreword had:

Independent
Producer (Pong)
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PARTNER REGION COFFEE BEANS

Aqi Badu Natural

Kaku Washed

Ou Yang Natural

Yunnan, China

Houaphan, Laos

Java, Indonesia

Mae Hong Son,
Thailand

NaOr Village Washed

Xam Tai Natural

Pong’s Honey

Pong’s Washed

Central Java Merbabu

Central Java Wanayasa

West Java Malabar

USD5.93

USD5.79

USD6.05

USD7.50

USD9.50

220 Baht

200 Baht

USD9.00

USD7.41

USD5.90

FOB PRICE/KG

Our cost transparency for each coffee bean in 2020:

Note: Prices shown are Freight on Board (FOB) and excludes
handling charges and local taxes.

The average global coffee price cost 3.35USD/ KG for
Arabica beans in 2020 (Source: Statista)

Independent
Producer

(Pong)
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2020

RECAP
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A TRIP DOWN

MEMORY LANE

2020 was definitely an uncertain year for Foreword as we had to adapt 

to new regulations and challenges that came with the pandemic. Although

a trying period, it provided us with opportunities to innovate and reach out

to the wider community. We were also fortunate to fly to Yunnan, China, to

visit one of our coffee partners before the pandemic hit.
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In January 2020, we paid a visit to one of our coffee partners, Chilliarch

Coffee Estate in Yunnan, China. One of the owners of the coffee

company is Mr. Ou Yang, who gracefully shared his business and life

philosophy with us. Mr. Ou Yang takes care of his people like his family

and in turn, his people takes care of the coffee well which results in the

high quality that we receive year after year.

Visiting Yunnan, China

“As it was my first time heading down to the farms, it was an eye-

opening experience witnessing first-hand the coffee harvesting

process. In an age where mass produced goods are prevalent in

our lives, going back to the origin for the coffee that we serve at

the cafes is quite a surreal experience.”

- Grace Neo, Head of Marketing

REACHING

COMMUNITIES
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Virtual Coffee Workshops

“Social Enterprise Gifts” is Foreword's initiative to support fellow social

enterprises by providing them a channel for publicity and sales through

listing on our online store under the SE Gifts collection. In 2020,

Foreword worked with a total of 6 social enterprises, namely:

In a bid to continue sharing our knowledge on coffee-brewing despite

the restrictions of Covid-19, Foreword started Virtual Coffee Workshops

to engage those who are interested in coffee. Some of the virtual

workshops include Cupping and Pourover Sessions.

Social Enterprise Gifts

Artably

Click Pte Ltd

Karen's Kitchen

mori

Tinkle Arts

Yeap's Bakery
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GIVING 

BACK

Temasek Foundation supported us

in the making and distribution of

4000 bottled coffees to 20

Polyclinics in Singapore to thank

the healthcare workers for their

work at the frontlines.

Temasek Shophouse and

Foreword ran a pay-it-forward

initiative, #ShophouseBoost, in

support of healthcare workers at

Tan Tock Seng Hospital as an

appreciation of their contributions

and efforts in Singapore’s fight

against Covid-19.

Distributing 4000 
bottled coffee

#ShophouseBoost
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KEY

MILESTONES
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We launched a series of candid

conversations, titled

“StraightForeword Talks”, with the

intention of sharing our staff's

stories and ideas, as well as shining

light on inclusivity and diversity in

Singapore.

StraightForeword Talks

OUR

ACHIEVEMENTS

Our Yunnan Ou Yang coffee was

awarded the Silver Medal in the

Espresso (single-origin) category of

the Australian International Coffee

Awards 2020. We are certainly

surprised and happy that one of our

Asian coffee was recognised on an

international platform. 

Awarded Silver Medal in AICA
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With the outlook of wanting to make

specialty coffee more accessible to the

masses, we launched our first series of

coffee brew bags in January 2020. They

consist of 4 coffee varieties, including

Diversity Blend, Laos Xamtai, Yunnan

Lafu and Pong's Honey. As no brewing

equipment is needed, all that it requires

is steeping in hot water, just like a tea

bag. Besides convenience, coffee are

packed in biodegradable sachets and

are nitrogen-flushed to ensure freshness. 

In October 2020, we introduced

Nespresso-compatible coffee capsules

that come in 2 single-origin varieties,

Yunnan Ou Yang and Java Malabar.

These coffee capsules were created to

suit the growing market for convenient

home brewing, whilst ensuring that they

are eco-friendly in their compostable

packaging.

Coffee Brew Bags

Nespresso-Compatible

Coffee Capsules
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COMMUNITY

ENGAGEMENT

In 2020, Foreword took part in numerous corporate and partner sharing

sessions, as well as school outreach programs. Overall, we participated in:

CORPORATE AND PARTNER SHARING SESSIONS

SCHOOL OUTREACH PROGRAMS

7

8

SG Enable Lunch-in

raiSE Disability Sharing Session

JP Morgan Sharing Session

Civil Service College L&OD Virtual Conference

raiSE Festival for Good Conversations

Skillseed's ABCD Assembly Sharing Session

My Community Festival Outreach Workshop

Some of which include:

Some of which include:

Anderson Serangoon Junior College (ASRJC)

Singapore Management University (SMU)

NUS College of Alice and Peter Tan (CAPT)

Mentors for Advisory, a Mentorship Programme for Youth

NTU Peak, by NTU Career and Attachment Office

NUS Ridge View Residential College

NUS Enablers
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https://thesustainabilityproject.life/blog/2020/03/30/can-you-still-byo-covid/
https://middleclass.sg/treats/foreword-coffee-brew-bags/
https://www.8world.com/news/singapore/article/imda-sme-digitalisation-1153726
https://www.straitstimes.com/politics/over-5000-jobs-in-the-pipeline-for-digital-sector-iswaran
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https://middleclass.sg/treats/foreword-coffee-brew-bags/
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5 MAR,

MIDDLE CLASS
FOREWORD COFFEE LAUNCHES FIRST OF ITS
KIND BREW BAGS: COFFEE IN TEA BAG FORM

30 MAR,

THE SUSTAINABILITY
PROJECT

CAN YOU BYO DURING THIS PERIOD WITH COVID?

31 MAR,

MOTHERSHIP
THESE 6 S’POREANS ARE DOING AMAZING
THINGS WITH THEIR UNCONVENTIONAL
PASSIONS, MAKING SINGAPORE A LITTLE MORE
FUN & EXCITING

4 JUNE,

8 WORLD
加强版⽣产⼒提升计划 4⽉⾄今1500企业申请

5 JUNE,

THE STRAITS TIMES
OVER 5,000 JOBS IN THE PIPELINE FOR DIGITAL
SECTOR: ISWARAN

Timeline of Media Mentions

24 FEB,

THE BUSINESS
TIMES

DBS DELIVERS CARE PACKAGES TO HOSPITALS,
COMMUNITIES

2020 MEDIA

MENTIONS
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https://thesustainabilityproject.life/blog/2020/03/30/can-you-still-byo-covid/
https://mothership.sg/2020/03/sporeans-amazing-passion/
https://www.8world.com/news/singapore/article/imda-sme-digitalisation-1153726
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23 JUNE,
ASIA ONE

STAFFANY DEVELOPS MOBILE APP, CICO
GLOBAL, TO HELP REGIONAL BUSINESSES
REOPEN SAFELY AND EFFICIENTLY

18 AUG,
VULCAN POST

COFFEE WITH A CONSCIENCE: THIS S’PORE
CAFÉ CHAIN HIRES AND TRAINS THE DISABLED AS
BARISTAS

10 SEP,
IGNITE MEDIA

SOCIAL ENTERPRISES VS COVID-19: THE NEW
NORMAL OF SOCIAL BUSINESSES

20 SEP,
SHAN SHARMA

EVERYDAY HEROES WITH SHAN SHARMA

Source: Business TimesSource: MiddleClass.sg

THE BUSINESS
TIMES

13 AUG, GIVING BACK TO COMMUNITIES
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https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=204040271064707&id=112206690248066
https://www.businesstimes.com.sg/life-culture/company-of-good/giving-back-to-communities
https://middleclass.sg/treats/foreword-coffee-brew-bags/


APPRECIATION
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We would like to thank the following partners for their generous support in
Foreword's journey over the past years, and especially so during the difficult
Covid-19 period. We look forward to forging more meaningful partnerships in the
years ahead.

A BIG THANK YOU

TO EVERYONE

Partners Appreciation
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